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What Defines a Millennial?
•
•
•
•
•
•

19-34
All levels of education and experience
Technology is second nature
Value resourcefulness over retained knowledge
Less religious
Student loans

“Older Millennials” 26-34
•
•
•
•

Great recession
Increased tuition
Cost of Living (COL)
Historical Differences

So let’s talk about my dad. He graduated with his Bachelors in Sociology in 1974, and he’ll be 66 this year.
In 1974 the average tuition rate for 4 year public institutions was $514…
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National Center for Education Statistics, Average Undergraduate Tuition And Fees And Room And Board Rates
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What does this mean?
•

Skewed perception of millennials’ experiences

•

Animosity between age groups is fostered as a result

Baby Boomers experienced less extreme financial hardships out of college and getting into the
workforce than Millennials are now facing. We’re not necessarily as lazy as you might think.

The Workforce Entry Experience of a Millennial
What if from day one of entering the workforce after college…
You had $30,000 of debt, gathering interest at a 5% rate monthly
You had living expenses (insurance, utilities, internet, phone service, car payment, etc.)
You had a job that paid the bills and some debt
Would you be willing to jump ship to another company that offered you more money, but fewer long term benefits?
Most say yes.
This is a big reason why millenials have a reputation for high turnover.
But with this knowlege we can reduce turnover!

This is where the now stereotyped mentality of
millennials being selfish in the workforce comes into
play.
•

Millennials are more prone to changing jobs more often than their parents
did early on in their careers due to...

•
•
•

Immediate needs
Lack of faith and trust
Prioritizing a better work atmosphere

The Conundrum
•
•
•

The industry has a need for specific training/education
Debt considerations
Lack of knowledge of how many jobs there are in agriculture:
“The U.S. Department of Agriculture forecasts that over the next five years the
annual demand for college graduates in agriculture and food industries will be
57,900 jobs per year. Unfortunately, American agricultural colleges [. . .] will
only be producing about 35,400 graduates per year.”

http://agfax.com/2015/12/30/demand-ag-grads-rise-across-u-s-says-usda/

In summary;
Older Millennials in particular (26-34) have:
•
•

•

An awareness of how disposable positions are within a company
With this age group you will be dealing with mental baggage relating to this
awareness.

Example: Insurance Company

“Younger Millennials” 19-25
•
•

“Younger millennials” entered the workforce at the recovery of the “great
recession” and have a slightly more optimistic outlook
Are less familiar with (and are judgmental of) older technologies and
practices

Here’s some “Younger Millennial” hurdles to
overcome…
This stuff may be obvious to people in the older generations, but it is not so clear for the younguns,
so you may have to spell it out:
• Ask from day 1 if they can drive a manual transmission. If not, remedy that.
• GPS doesn’t always work. If someone gives you directions and you’ll be leaving a big city WRITE
THEM DOWN. ON PAPER.
• It is rude to be on your phone in a meeting, unless you’re clearly researching something or taking
notes. (Instagram and Facebook is not used for work unless they’re your media consultant).
• Tell them to imagine in an important “what if” scenario that their phone got run over by a
tractor… how would they accomplish their work duties?

Those kids are always on their phones!
•
•

•

It’s true, but to varying degrees, and for a lot of different reasons.
My phone has: a voice activated google search engine, a web browser, a 12
megapixel camera that shoots 1080p video, a stopwatch, metronome,
weatherunderground app, NAICC 16 app, a bubble level, audio recorder,
evernote, google earth, delta airlines app, etc. etc. ad nauseum of really
helpful productivity apps I use OFTEN in the field and when managing trials
My phone ALSO has: facebook, instagram, snapchat, skype, linkedin, and
google voice
This is why my generation values resourcefulness. If I don’t know it, I can find it… If I have
network coverage...

Those kids are always on their phones!
Fostering respect between the generations and acknowledging and utilizing
millennials’ resourcefulness is the key to retention.

Ask about their knowledge of technology. Get them to teach you.
• Ask what productivity apps they have on their phones
• Ask what it is they did to fix [the printer, etc] so you can do it yourself if they’re
gone

So how do we retain these people?
•
•
•

Give millennials a sense of purpose and worth in the scheme of the
assignment.
Give them the rope to hang themselves with – but keep an eyeball on the
rope (we don’t want L&D)
Demonstrate respect – assign key tasks with meaning and conduct training
with accountability

•
•

Make sure the task/training is understood within scope of company
synergy. Sweeping the floor is important.
Explain the nature of a trial or assignment in a few sentences to pique
curiosity. That will greatly aid in retention.

What makes R&D/Consulting/QA worth it?
•
•

•

Millennials are concerned with the “why” and the “how”. Why am I here, how
will this help me going forward?
Have conversations akin to a work review on a schedule, quarterly, or at the
end of a season to check in with employees about their roles and goals. This
answers the “why” and the “how”.
“I don’t want to waste my time” is a primary consideration for millennials

Smartphone Apps to Maximize Utility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Expensify – for expense tracking on the go
Evernote – for maintaining notes and sending them to employees
Evernote Scannable – for keeping track of business cards, etc. (better than the feature
built into Evernote)
CamScanner – create PDFs from photos taken on the go
Wikipedia – general user collective generated encyclopedia
Google Translate – translates from over 90 languages, has a photo feature
Dropbox – Cloud storage
Google Drive – Cloud Storage
Boxcryptor – encrypts files stored in cloud platforms, like Dropbox, Google drive, Microsoft
OneDrive
Glympse – GPS position sharing app for travel

